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Essay to Modernity Retired project 

 

 

It’s a Crying Game –  

Analyzing the content of the concepts of narrative and interview within the frame of 

the practice of narrative interviews 

 

 

“Narrative is international, transhistorical, transcultural: it is simply there, like life itself.” 

Roland Barthes 1977, 79 

 

 

 

Oh my, oh my, oh my.  

 

Why is it that things are never as clear as they would seem to be? Nothing is easy, and 

everything so very complicated. Why is it that there is no stability and clarity, no 

standard answers, no fixed content for concepts? Nothing is straight, everything is 

crooked, indeterminate and undecidable. Why do we make everything so difficult and 

time-consuming? 

 

Oh my, oh my, oh my. 

 

It is a drag. Doing research, that is. It is a crying game where you always need to question 

and doubt, to wonder and to interpret. Nothing is sacred, nothing is solid – and everything 

seems so very confusing and conflicting, so full of nasty surprises and unpredictable 

shadows of the smiles and cries. 

 

In this essay, the focus is on the practice of doing and organizing narrative interviews. 

This involves asking what is going on, how and why, when conducting and organizing, 

but also interpreting these acts of production of knowledge called narrative interviews. It 
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is to open up the concept by taking a closer look at what kind of narrative is presupposed, 

not generically but in our case, and respectively, what kind of an interview is at hand for 

use. 

 

In this particular project there were 30 narrative interviews conducted altogether. These 

were done with people already working in their professions as architects and designers by 

the end of the 1950s, or at least at the end of their studies, already with experiences in a 

working environment. The interviews were done in four cities: East Berlin, Chicago, 

Istanbul and Tel Aviv. They were all conducted with a static and a hand held camera, and 

the duration was always the same: 60 minutes play time.  

 

In its unashamed simplicity, the core question in each individual interview was this: how 

did you experience modernity at the end of the ’50s in and through your practice? Or at 

any rate, this was the initial direction of the discussions, which were then often enough 

side-tracked, stopped or detoured with both sides trying to narrow down what the 

question might imply and indicate in terms of background and life worlds, experiences 

and expectations. What we as interviewers were not interested in was a general concept 

or definition of modernity, and what the interviewees were not interested in, or able to 

provide, was some kind of overall picture of the era. They revisited events and memories 

a long way back, and brought stories, anecdotes and, yes, memories with them to our 

shared conversation.  

 

What we created was a platform; a connection of very different life stories, generations 

and geographies, both mental and physical. We met at this juncture, at this “bus stop”, in 

order to connect. It was about this and this alone: telling stories. But, well, in fact, not 

that alone, because that would be dangerously close to a one-way street, and no meeting 

at all. No act of telling stories can take place in any significant way unless there is also an 

act of listening to them. What is needed, most crucially, is listening to them, and yes, 

listening to them carefully.  

 

But how do these stories emerge within a seemingly short, though intensive and 
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decisively directed meeting between a group of researchers and an individual with his or 

her connection to the lived experience of high modernity? What does the concept of 

narrative mean – for the researchers, and also for the interviewees? On the other hand, 

what does the concept and practice of an interview actually imply in this context – again 

for both sides of the interaction? 

 

What follows is an analysis of the conceptualization of the practice of narrative 

interviews. The interest here does not lie in the semantic nuances of the exercise. The 

primary interest in this analysis is to achieve both a greater clarity regarding the 

presuppositions of this act of research which has gained such prominence through the last 

years, and strangely enough, that has hardly been subject to adequate critical yet 

constructive analysis. 

 

Second, it is to provide tools for practice, tools which maintain coherence and bring 

together intensified reflexivity and, well, in the end, the particular and detailed stories 

that both sides taking part in the act of narrative interviews are trying to tell and collect. 

Thus, the aim is to combine and connect the methodological discussion with the acts of 

doing the qualitative research practice – and to do this so that both sides indeed not only 

inform but affect each other. 

 

 

 

 

What’s Narrative in Narrative Interviews? 

 

This is to ask: what kind of narrative is at play and at work when doing narrative 

interviews? And also: why call it a narrative interview? 

 

The inherent belief here is that how one understands what sort of narrative is in use in the 

act (and thus in the result) of the practice of narrative interviews certainly makes a 

significant difference. The claim of this essay is that this is important for both sides in the 
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game of give and take. It is significant for those planning and conducting the interviews, 

and then also plays a great role later in the act of interpreting the results. But it is also 

highly significant for the interviewees answering the questions and telling the stories, 

those stepping forward and fielding the questions, and connecting with their own 

experiences and memories.  

 

Narrative structure, its internal logic and inherent virtues, need not be constantly 

consciously exercised, but due to its meta-level structures, it nevertheless always affects 

the process. Therefore, the task here is to articulate an argument, not about this 

importance an sich, but how this importance is actually manifested and performed in and 

through all the parts of the practice, and its open-ended procedural character.  

 

However, before going into the particular interview site and situation itself, it is 

necessary to outline the concept of narrative that was used. The analysis here is strongly 

based on the thought of Paul Ricoeur and his understanding of the role of narratives in 

both individual and collective processes of self-understanding. To put it most 

economically and effectively, “Symbolic forms are cultural processes that articulate 

experience.” (Ricoeur 1984, 57) 

 

What does this elegant yet tightly condensed sentence imply? First of all, a narrative is 

more, much more than just a list of events, names and places. It is not a chronicle, and it 

is not a neutral and objective document. Hardly anything surprising here, but it is an 

experience, and the articulation of an experience that is grounded and becomes what it is 

in its historicality. It happens, always and forever, between the poles of presupposition 

and transformation, their intertwined push and pull. Something of the direction of the 

very act is known due to its immediately background, but what happens next (with the 

next page, question or around the corner) is and must be partly unknown, yet to emerge 

and happen. (Ricoeur 1984, 53-56) 

 

But what is this more, or even much more, then? The promise of a more, much more is 

somewhat paradoxical, because the answer seeks to convince us that telling stories, and 
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the structural logic of narratives, is already embedded in our daily lives and experiences. 

We are doing them, and we keep doing them without being aware, or even noticing. 

Narratives are, according to Ricoeur and his line of thinking, both historical and fictional. 

They are the very basic, accessible and available means for us to think with, and then try 

to comprehend who we are, where we are, where we are from, and how this where we are 

from affects our understanding of where we are right now – and also how this in turn 

colours the ways we are able to imagine our future chances and challenges.  

 

In Ricoeur’s terms, narratives are there as tools for us to use in making sense of the 

temporal character of human experience. They combine a of a sense of time, either a 

sense of belonging or a sense of loss, and the means of telling stories, both to ourselves 

and to others. “Time becomes human time to the extent that it is organized after the 

manner of a narrative; narrative, in turn, is meaningful to the extent that is portrays the 

features of temporal experience.” (Ibid. 3) 

 

Thus, what happens in the act of narrating in the practice of narrative interviews is this 

specific conjuncture. We are telling and listening to stories. This is not a passive, but a 

very active disposition that does not lean on some version of a harmony, but depends on 

sharing the same aim, relying on the shared joy of disagreeing in a constructive but 

critical way – a type of an intellectual enjoyment and pleasure that acknowledges how it 

is in the interest of each of us to create and generate, and to maintain, sites and situations 

of loving and caring conflicts.  

 

These are exchanges that are highlighted by contrapunctual sensitivities – why not 

sensualities? – by disagreements and interruptive challenges that all help to intensify the 

conversation. It is not, to use a crude image, a battle between two parties, two masters of 

their specific materials that they jealously guard and guide. Instead, it is a collective 

effort of two distinct but inter-connected participants who are in fact best described as 

stakeholders, to borrow a term from another vernacular. They do not “own” the theme or 

the issue, but they share a stake, a long-term commitment and embeddedness in it. 
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In this confrontation of the narrative, we are trying to reach out: to be able to pay 

attention to these stories once they are emerging and coming about. The questions and the 

answers both anticipate the anecdotes and the partially remembered parts of the story. We 

act with the assumption that this is all part of the greater frame of the act of exchanging 

views and visions. This larger frame is not in itself the narrative, but the lived experience 

of the everyday situatedness that is contextualized within its social and political structures 

– stories are told within it, but made out of it. Stories are told, constructed and articulated, 

by bringing together, by cluing together, by grasping together in a relation to time and 

space, there and then, now and here.  

 

In the more technical mode of Ricoeur, narrating is about prefiguration, configuration and 

transfiguration. In a less complicated manner, this is to say that to narrate is to compose, 

to leave one thing out and to highlight something else. To narrate is to make, organize 

and clarify. To narrate is also to delimit, to order and to make explicit. It is, shortly and 

precisely, to make a difference. (Ricoeur 2007, 3, 20)  

 

The more of the narrative character of our getting a grasp of our lived experience which 

we asked for above is that we can’t do without them. We need them, we must have them 

– and because they are both inside, in the acts, and the actual results of the acts, they 

always become more than what was planned. Otherwise they would not be stories, but 

just mere lists and chronicles, like telephone directories or train schedules.  

 

The act of telling stories – the act of forming a story – is by its character both 

performative and constitutive. It does describe a set of events, but it also produces a 

defined version of it, by talking from a specific perspective that is bound to be both 

personal and singular, and by including one thing and excluding something else. As an 

experience of temporality, the act of telling stories is not and cannot be neutral or 

objective. It is deeply partial, and its credibility and accountability is embedded in its 

partiality. It takes a seat, so to say, and anchors itself into a site: speaks from a position, 

and looks from a viewpoint that is always one, not many.  
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To connect Ricoeur’s hermeneutics to the phenomenology of Merleau-Ponty, this is to be 

aware that as living bodies, we are not in space or in time, we inhabit space and time. “I 

belong to them, my body combines with them and includes them.” (2002, 162) We are 

embedded and situated, but not determined. “Things we perceive make sense only when 

perceived from a certain point of view.” (Ibid. 499) 

 

It is the means of a narrative that help us to comprehend where we speak from, and with 

whom we both actually speak, and wish to speak. It is the interplay, the constant push and 

pull, give and take game between clarity and confusion, consonance and dissonance. It is 

the act of telling stories that puts consonance where there previously only dissonance 

seemed to reign. It gives form to something which, due to life’s temporality, tears and 

twists, burns and heals, seems to be only about unformed entities. But: the act of telling 

stories is never, ever innocent. They are productive. They can help and soothe, but they 

can also lie and distort.  

 

At the outset of the underlying presuppositions, what’s important to realize and recognize 

is that there is actually no need to define and decide a priori what kind of a structure or 

style a narrative has or aims to achieve. It can easily have a solid three-step mode of 

beginning, middle and end – or not. The point is not to hunt down the most accurate 

description of these modes and models, but to acknowledge that a narrative is a way of 

trying to figure out a structure for a yet unstructured experience. We should not even aim 

at comprehending the structure beforehand, but to be able to use structures to make sense 

of what’s going on.  

 

To repeat, and to do so on purpose: the embedded and anchored presuppositions of a 

narrative act of telling and listening (i.e., interpreting) structure stories. To narrate is to 

structure, to compose and combine, to highlight and to throw out. It is always a both-and 

act: a mode of representation and a mode of explanation. It describes a site and a situation 

and its shapes, and makes a temporal version, a definition, so to say, of that very site and 

situation. Again, to make use of another vernacular: an act of telling stories is a 

performative act. But it is always also allegorical. It does not repeat or mimic putative 
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reality – it relates and reflects with the reality, in a combination of its connection and 

interpretation of its past, present and future. It has, in the words of Ricoeur, “a 

prenarrative structure of experience” (1984, 60), a time-based allegorization of an 

experience, an actualization of its “within-time-ness”. 

 

There is no way to deny it or to avoid it. Any given narrative always has a structure, no 

matter how non-structurally, and irrespective of how strongly it tries to fight against 

structure, for its own peculiar and precious uniqueness. When telling stories (orally or by 

writing, no matter in what function or context) the reason most of us follow a rather 

simple structure for a narrative is not because it is the only or the best way, but because it 

is the clearest, and in one important sense the easiest means – and a means that is more or 

less potentially available for all of us, no matter how exalted the capacities of story-

telling we aspire to. It allows us to focus and concentrate, to deal with and confront the 

content, without expending effort on the structure. 

 

But clarity, yes, that is what narrative as a conscious act of shaping a sense of time does 

provide. What’s more, it is only in and through narrative acts that we gain this temporal 

and situated coherence, integrity and fullness. These are all attributes that narratives have, 

and attributes that, by its inherent character, life as lived – day in and day out – lacks. 

Closure and clarity, a clear beginning and an end are things that can only be imaginary; 

that is, in the domain of narrative, not in real life. (See White 1987, 24) 

 

Thus, to turn to that old saying: reality as lived experience does not make sense, but 

stories as told must make sense.  

 

 

 

 

 

How to Tell a Good Story?  
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If they are already all around us, what’s the point of interviews? Doesn't their very 

prevalence make narratives senseless and insignificant as a means of research and self-

understanding? It is certainly question asked by many, and often enough. It is asked by 

writers like Roland Barthes (1977) and Hayden White (1987) – and many others who 

either see the role of narratives as beneficial even if problematic, or, on the contrary, see 

their use as unnecessary and not worth while.  

 

But if everyone has something to say, if everyone has an opinion, and with the 

contemporary techniques that have lowered the costs of production and distribution, 

almost everyone even has access to telling their story, why bother? Or, to state this in 

another way: if we just can’t help ourselves – we are telling stories anyhow – what’s the 

difference between a good and a bad one, a significant one and a silly one? Aren't they 

just all the same? What makes a good story a good story, as in the case of an interview 

site and situation? 

 

First of all, and not that terribly shockingly, if we leave behind the domain of mass media 

calculations of profit and exposure, there is no over-all scheme for rating the usability or 

sensibility of narratives. They come in many shades and guises, and functionalities. They 

are singular acts within a certain time and site. The most naive assumption is to take it for 

granted that there is a harmony between the speaker, the listener, and what they are 

talking about. Nothing could be less accurate. On the contrary, the point is that each part 

in the game is always inherently a complicated position of navigations and negotiations, 

looking for coordinates and positions to speak from and to speak with. 

 

To get to heart of the dilemma that nags us, there is one single quote that puts the finger 

where it hurts in a most productive way: “Who speaks (in the narrative) is not who writes 

(in real life) and who writes is not who is.” (Barthes 1977, 111-112) 

  

Because, well, because, once the innocence is lost, we can feel liberated. We can allow 

ourselves to tolerate the fact that narratives deal with reality, but they are shaped in and 

through imagination and imaginary, lies and deception, half-empty wishingwells. By this 
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hour of the day in the history of reflective critical thinking, we recognize that narratives 

are not in themselves good or bad, or anything in-between. They are productive 

potentialities. These potentialities do not emerge from their ability to provide factual 

information, or rhetorical flames and elegance; their power lies in and relies on the 

narrative's ability to bring out and grasp together, to join the dots and achieve a narrative 

conclusion that is predictable but not determined, a time and space-bound conclusion 

acceptable and accountable, but still not lacking in surprises. 

 

This is to say that, on the face of it, before the act of embedded and localized narration 

that is taking place, narratives can perform a whole 360 degree spin out. They can lie, or 

tell a certain type of a truth – or neither. The list of what a narrative potentially can do is 

and must remain endless. They are benign, realistic, dirty, fantasy-based, misguided, 

sensitive, suggestive, valid, invalid, seductive, silly, accurate, mistaken, veracious, false, 

abused, perspicuous, and well, not to forget, beautiful. And everything and anything 

beyond and above, beside and between the sheets – in plural, both rhetorically and 

functionally. 

 

If and when narratives function both as a means of telling a story and a means of 

comprehending what they seem to be trying to say and what they seem to mean for the 

one relating to them, through the act of listening, and listening carefully, and then 

critically yet constructively reflecting on them: what does this then “mean” for the act of 

research and the act of telling stories of the memories of the experience of lived 

modernity? What are the implications for the case of the research project called 

Modernity Retired, both for a researcher and the one who is doing all the answering? 

 

With both sides of the process we are dealing – again and again – with expectations. Both 

sides are framed by this maxim, something we cannot and should not strive to escape:  

What you will find depends on what you are looking for. Thus, we researchers have 

grounded and value-laden specific expectations, and also more general prejudices about 

the kind of things the people we interview can tell us. There is the theme, the time-frame 

and the content-driven context. At the same time, the architects and designers we have 
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met and talked with in all four of the cities also come into the situation with a whole bag 

full of expectations and experiences.  

 

When focusing first on the presuppositions from the side of the interviewees, the central 

issue (rather obviously, one might add) is the relationship between then and now – and 

especially what is going on between the acts of re-visiting and remembering the times 

and days of 1957 from the perspective of a full life, lived and seen, now viewed in 

retrospect from the years of the new millennium. (The interviews in East Berlin, Istanbul 

and Chicago were conducted during 2012, Tel Aviv in the spring of 2013). 

 

One methodological means is to structure this act of back-and-forth as the interplay 

between roots and routes. There is a certain time, a real time, personally lived and 

experienced, that we have asked these professionals, now retired, to think back on and to 

tell us stories about. These are the roots, not in the sense of essential and given, but as a 

lived fact. Then there are multiple ways of revisiting these roots, and then from there 

taking routes that connect the then with the now. These are routes filled with indecision, 

haunting difficulties about possible inaccuracies, and also a wish to remember and a wish 

to pass on these stories from there and then. 

 

To quote Ricoeur, who makes a strong link (to put it mildly) between narrative and self-

understanding, achieving a credible connection between searching for the self in relation 

to the past via the means of telling a story is to take all of this into account. “Self-

understanding is an interpretation; interpretation of the self, in turn, finds in the narrative, 

among other signs and symbols, a privileged form of mediation; the latter borrows from 

history as well as from fiction, making a life story a fictional history or, if one prefers, a 

historical fiction, interweaving the historiographic style of biographies with the novelist 

style of imaginary autobiographies.” (1992, 114)  

 

The question is: how do the participants in the conversations revisit their own 

experiences? They try to make sense of and with it, they are very willing and able to meet 

our wishes – they do everything they can to help. But they struggle. They miss parts and 
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pieces, they remind themselves (and us) that, well, it was all so long ago. But they try – 

and once they have warmed up, they get going – and they talk and answer.  

 

What do they do? They narrate their experiences into a contemporary version of a story 

from then that is manifested now. Nothing more, nothing less. It is not the truth of what 

once was, nor is it a fiction. It is a story connecting then with now – with all the 

complications and mis-matches that are included in and not excluded from the situation. 

They structure and organize their time-based memories into the current currency of a 

revisited experience. It is temporal to the max. There is the past, and what is now recalled 

is not all details, all colors or facts, but a certain version, mixed and organized into a 

story. 

 

The examples – as in sound bites – are numerous. They exist indeed in abundance in the 

stories we heard at all the locations, by each and everyone. Here, just for a certain kind of 

a warm-up or taste sample, are five interactive cases.  

 

Starting off, we might underline the anecdote of an interviewee’s eyes lighting up when 

re-thinking the moment when he (Karl-Heinz Hüter, born in 1929), living at the time in 

Weimar and visiting the city of East Berlin, for the first time comes out of the U-bahn for 

the firt time in that part of the town and is confronted with the new reality of the 

Stalinallee – his still vivid amazement and disappoint of, 'is this it, is this the future?': a 

future that looks like a sugar coated but stale version of the past? No Bauhaus, no 

modernity, no future, just a sad imitation of classical style that reminds him of the recent 

past and its terrors, and on an architectural note, a silly fictional rendition of a 'tradition' 

that never, ever existed. 

 

Or we can highlight the stories told by Charles Harrison (Afro-American industrial 

designer, born in 1931), in Chicago, and his recollections of identity, both individual and 

collective, and of course, about race and location. We can take up Harrison’s laugher and 

follow it when we asked him did he see the other colleagues from his office after work. 

Working downtown, but, due to the conditions of the conditions there and then, living 
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somewhere else, Harrison pulls together the dots between then and here, between what 

was the sense of reality and what it might be now with the statement, “Hell no, I was 

living in Nigger Town” (by which he refers to living at end of the ’50s in the South Side 

of Chicago, then (and now) one of the worst urban areas in the USA in terms of crime 

and drugs). 

 

Or we can visit Istanbul, a city that paints the dramatic changes of last 60 years of 

modernity and modernization with numbers. It is a city that in mid ’50s had about 2.5 

million inhabitants – a figure which today is climbing closer and closer to 20 million – 

and the officials are only giving out estimates, basically admitting that they have no way 

of knowing for sure how this uncontrolled mega-city on steroids is growing. What we do 

know is that in the mid 1950s the building boom was about to begin, and that the amazing 

pace of the growth has been going on ever since. 

 

The story from Istanbul, the anecdote or sound-bite, connects the modern experience both 

there and in Chicago. The site of connection is the first-ever modern building in Istanbul: 

the Hilton Hotel. This was built by Skidmore, Owing & Merrill’s Chicago office, and its 

main architectural designer was Natalie De Blois, who unfortunately passed away just 

recently, during the summer of 2013. It was De Blois, born in 1921, who in fact designed 

the building. But also, in fact, she did not visit the site until the early ’70s, and then just 

as a tourist. The American office at the time of the construction did not see it as 

appropriate or necessary for her to travel. The building was completed in 1957, and also a 

fact: De Blois was not truly credited with her work in this case until the early ’70s. 

 

But the very same Istanbul location also has an anecdote with a local touch. When 

discussing with Neset Arolat, born in 1934 and a significant player in the architectural 

scene during the rise of modern Istanbul, he recalls the many occasions and moments of 

visiting the Hilton Hotel at the end of the ’50s. It was his very first contact with Western 

high modernity, the so-called international style. When asked if he remembers any details 

of the experience, he thinks a bit and recalls the bar, which was called the Blue Bar, and 

was definitely the place to be for modern Istanbul’s night life at the end ’50s.  
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“I remember the drinks, they were very different from today, because the country was 

still rather closed and we had no foreign beverages, we were drinking the local version of 

brandy, for example. And I remember the name of the band, strangely enough, that was 

playing. They were very popular at the time, they were called the Blue Boys. They were 

not playing any Turkish music, but doing versions and covers of contemporary Italian 

music, and of course, Frank Sinatra.” 

 

Or, to finish this list, we can recall the anecdote told by Shulamit Nadler, living and 

working in Tel Aviv. Nadler is almost as a young (and/or old) as the city were she has 

spent all her life, expect for a sort “trip” to the suburbs for couple of years. Nadler was 

born in 1923, and lives in the very middle of the classic Tel Aviv old city, called the 

Bauhaus centre. The city of Tel Aviv was founded in 1909. She is still part of the urban 

spheres and tactility, its sounds and colours.  

 

When asked to look back on the work she and her late husband produced, and its role and 

importance, she remembers a recent article in a newspaper that did a piece on how 

beautiful the city of Tel Aviv is. She was furious that so many others of her generation 

were asked and interviewed, but not her. After a lengthy rant about this and that, we got a 

question in. But, in your view, what do you think, is this a beautiful city? In her answer, it 

was the first and last time during the whole interview when she actually stopped and 

thought for a long moment, and then brings together the beauty of an experience 

throughout generations and decades of living in the same organic, urban site: “I don’t 

know if it really is a beautiful city, but what I do know is that life in the centre of Tel 

Aviv is certainly beautiful.” 

 

But, back to methods, back to work on narratives: what makes them good, better, or 

worse and worthless? Just the level of their capacity to entertain, or their vigorously 

challenging take on issues that matter? Hot or cold, salt and pepper, vine or vinegar – 

sugar and spice, anyone? 
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It is a question of context-based evaluation. It is also about the ability to shape the 

context and make it available, accessible. There are no guarantees beforehand; there is 

only the interpretation which connects what is told and in what circumstances, the 

interplay between what we expected and what we get. It is a question of the credibility, of 

the accountability of the stories – stories that here and now might seem good, but which 

from another view and another position can be something totally else. 

 

Stories are good when we believe them, when they shake our senses and sensitivities, 

when they surprise us, or when they tell us something about who we are, where we are 

and where we come from. As in this particular research project, the stories are simply 

good when they help us to connect the dots, make us aware of both the similarities 

between then and now, and especially about the distortions and differences between then 

and now. These are things that can be comprehended and shared between the experience 

of then and now, and the realization and respect that is in this relationship, a lot of which 

also remains hidden and impossible to relate to and to understand. 

 

Strangely enough, as a result of a research project, this turns out to be a politically acute 

assertion. We go against the main assumptions about living and a good life in 

contemporary, taken-for-granted social imaginaries. We claim that it is not possible to   

translate and comprehend everything. What’s more, we argue that the illusion, that, well, 

certainly sells well, that we can have 24/7 and 360 degree vision, existence and 

appearance, is not only impossible but also not preferable. Lived experience is something 

else. Oh yes it is: it is partial, messy and contested, but well, hopefully, compassionate, 

too. 

 

 

 

 

What Kind of Interviews are Narrative Interviews? 

 

Narrative interviews are meetings with at least two different participants who are both 
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willing and able to move towards each other – to leave their immediate prejudices and 

their settled assumptions and go and encounter another version of the same (or similar) 

theme and topic.  

 

Narrative interview has a frame. It has a past, present and future, but none of what takes 

place within the encounter is predetermined. Narrative interview is a conversation 

between two parties. These parties are not equals. They are partners in a crime; a crime of 

passions. They talk and they listen, and they talk back and contradict. The narrative is not 

there before the exchange and the confrontation is actually happening. Its story is told, 

developed and detoured. It is not unravelled or found. It is an act – a reciprocal act of 

give and take. What happens during its recurring, recycling process is this: the great 

interaction of three T’s. It is translated, transformed and transmitted – back and forth, 

back and forth. 

 

If it is not always an act where both sides meet each other, at least it is a meeting where 

both sides strive towards these exchanges, these confrontations between the expectations 

and anticipations from each side, and how they clash and collide, navigate and negotiate 

their views and visions. There is, in fact, ongoing tension and intention, emotions in 

motion between what is asked and how that question is answered – and then returned to, 

asked again, sent back and answered further, on and on.  

 

Narrative interviews are meetings, discussions and conversations. There are no 

guarantees, no a priori content. It is not a straight question & answer set-up such as we 

have seen and experienced in the internationalized format of late night television. Indeed, 

interview is perhaps a less accurate description of the process, the necessity of a back and 

forth involvement and commitment. So: why call them then interviews? Well, because it 

is a point in itself to highlight the chosen version of an interview structure that is in use 

and emerges with every meeting, every situated and committed conversation. It is a 

narration of these accountabilities and counter-moves, these conjunctions and 

disjunctions of a meaningful and committed exchange. Both sides expect and relish the 

follow-up, the procedural sparring of a question that already is shaping both its own 
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answer and the next question.  

 

Interviews such as these are here called narrative interviews, because they are about the 

emerging stories that come about. Interview strategies within these narratives are tools 

for production of knowledge. They aim to bring something about, to produce, not just 

beat around the bush and stir the shit. What makes them good is as straightforward as it 

gets: when they create and generate intensifications and sensibilities, and sure, when they 

motivate us to keep an eye (excuse me for the reckless idiom) on the ball.  

 

Meaning: instead of trying to entertain, to find support for what is already known and 

accepted, and spreading things thinner and thinner horizontally, like typically 

commodified interviews with a pre-determined content and form that is repeatedly, even 

semi-hysterically performed, narrative interviews are about vertical movements. They 

help us to concentrate and to focus on the sources and the material that is created and 

generated within this specific and particular project and its frames of interpretation, 

digging deeper into it, and talking, walking, feeling with it. 

 

With a concept of conversational, situated and embedded narrative interviews, in itself 

anchored by the wish for a meeting of two sides who respect one another, we gain a 

contact and connection to the idea of consciousness of the history of effects. (See 

Gadamer 2004, 299) There are no guarantees for a fusion of a horizon that would bring 

together the views of each, from wildly different backgrounds and time zones, but there is 

the possibility of these views and visions of moving towards each other – linking bits and 

pieces and making each side aware of the other.  

 

To quote Gadamer in full: “The historical movement of human life consists in the fact 

that it is never absolutely bound to any one standpoint, and hence can never have a truly 

closed horizon. The horizon is, rather, something into which we move and that moves 

with us.” (Ibid. 303) 

 

The horizon is there in front of us, as a necessity to link the past with the contextual 
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present, with the aim of remembering forward, as in the act of futuring, speculating 

where and how we could move towards what is not yet formed. It is an act that cannot be 

predetermined and cannot be repeated. Hence, the act of a narrative interview is a one-

off, one time event, and a meeting that is transcribed and edited, hardly taken up again to 

be continued, or used to add any significant length of new material. It is there – and then 

– when it becomes a place – or not. 

 

The most common question asked beforehand by the participants was this: how can we 

prepare for it? The diplomatically phrased answer is to ease their insecurities by saying 

that nothing needs to be done in advance, just come as you are, please. We obviously 

filled in the facts, carefully and patiently. The facts regarding the conduct of the event: 

how the conversation will take a maximum of 60 minutes; how it will be taped, using two 

cameras, one static, one hand held; and how this particular conversation is a part of larger 

whole that yet to emerge in both its forms and results.  

 

But it is a relevant question: how to prepare for something within which the actual give 

and take is the site and situation that matters, and where the “thing” is emerging and 

evolving. In one clear sense, what is possible to produce and gain is already potentially 

there, waiting to be articulated in and through the exchange and the confrontation.  

 

Or to turn this dilemma the other way around: if we are asking a person to revisit his/her 

experiences of the lived modernity in the years around 1957, how should or could the 

person prepare for it? Looking back to his/her diaries? Shuffling through photo albums? 

Calling on old friends and enemies? Re-thinking the work done there and then, collecting 

some examples and models? Sure, why not, all these are potential pastimes, but in 

themselves hardly the background. The action is in and through the meeting, within those 

acts of push and pull that need to be activated in the conversation, in and through the 

actual interaction, the face-to-face meeting, not to be prepared as answers beforehand.  

 

Thus, the most important way to prepare is to be willing to participate – to try to reach 

out towards one’s own memories and to articulate them in a way that is meaningful for 
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the listener who is trapped in today’s mode and frames. And that, well, is already enough 

of a task. It is to try and not let the situation and its demands, the time limit, the camera 

and the technical stuff stand in the way of the conversation, to begin, to dig deeper and to 

evolve – as an exchange that recognizes the limitations but, rather than getting stuck, 

opens up and deliberately chooses to enjoy the opportunities that are available. 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

It is a crying game. Yes, all that whining and wheezing, all that insecurity and 

complaining. Lame questions and incoherent answers, in multiple ways and endlessly 

repetitive replays. But, well, why? Is it really that sad and grim? 

 

No, because there is no need for it – for all the tears that don’t and won’t dry. If and when 

we see these acts of defining and re-defining as parts of an ongoing process of 

participating, we are doing fine, just fine. We are doing exactly what we are supposed to 

do: we are taking part in telling stories – stories that collide and conflict, bounce of and 

get buried under, or just get set aside and crudely forgotten.  

 

And if and when it is about telling stories, and yes, well, sharing and caring for them, it is 

never that much more complicated, as a structural presupposition, than a give and take 

between expectations and that actual experience. Stories are told and positioned from this 

frame – and then brought back to that frame through sharing and caring. We anticipate – 

and then we are confronted with a reality that goes somewhere else. Always. Without this 

tension, without this transition, without the minimal chances for surprises, nothing is 

happening. There is no narrative. No bounce, not an ounce. No sweat, no tears, no 

cursing, no nothing. 

 

A Crying Game. The title of this essay, obviously, is borrowed from the movie with the 
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same title. It is a cultural product dating to the year of 1992, directed by Neil Jordan. It 

tells a complicated story of a plurality of relationships that gain actualization and 

articulation on the edges of the Irish troubles and IRA, race and gender, and well, 

belonging and not belonging. It is a story, so to say, of surprises – pleasantly unpleasant, 

and/or the other way around.  

 

This time, with the movie, the surprise might at first be seen as an overtly dramatic one, 

but as a whole, it is a set of surprises that are contextually intertwined and which all 

operate on the interfacial point of being forced to come together between what is 

expected of a certain role that we are presumably playing – as a man or woman, as a 

political activist or a soldier, etc. – and how these seemingly clear borders of what is and 

what is not are almost immediately mixed and made more nuanced, and well, simply 

more enriched and interesting – which is to say, less self-evident and boring. In short, it’s 

a great magnificent story of love, hate, death and birth, both literally, and even more so 

metaphorically. 

 

But in order to get back to the processes of doing research with the tool of narrative 

interviews, there is no need to overplay to connection between expectation and 

experience. It is not a formula for narrative or interpretative success at being aware of the 

presuppositions in their widest meaning and implication. It is the very necessary 

structural and methodological element that is used and abused, twisted and turned. But it 

gives us no guarantees for the acts of production of knowledge and its integrative 

intensities. 

 

As always in these games of interpretation, it is not only what is, but how it is used and 

what is made with and of it. And well, it is truly a crying game if and when we are not 

able to stand up for that challenge, if we do not have the courage to reach out and enjoy 

the risks we take and shake. To go on and tell the stories – tell those goddamn stories that 

then need to be bounced back, and forth, back and forth. The reassured recycler’s motto 

for the reciprocal recognition of telling and listening to stories is this: always return to the 

sender, but please always make sure to keep something of it for yourself. 
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